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Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI)
presents the 10th FICCI HEAL on August 31 & September 1, 2016
at FICCI, Federation House, New Delhi.
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Minister of State for Finance,
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Union Minister for Health &
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About FICCI HEAL 2016
10th FICCI HEAL - A Decade of Success
n

Landmark healthcare conference of the country

n

600+ national and international delegates

n

Views from Policy makers & eminent industry experts

n

Healthcare Excellence Awards

n

Poster Presentation

Healthcare is currently the 5th largest employer amongst all sectors in the country. The sector is
estimated to reach $280 bn by 2020. However, unprecedented demand due to demographic changes
and disease patterns, coupled with rising costs and the proliferation of technology, has brought on a
revolution for transparency, new business models and efficiency.
It is therefore time to "Re-engineer India's Healthcare" and innovate beyond traditional processes. FICCI HEAL
2016 will be a platform to deliberate on these emerging trends and strategies that will help us move closer to the
goal of universal healthcare.
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Committee, Board Member &
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Committee and Senior MD, Varian
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President - Asia Pacific Kidney Care,
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Managing Director
Becton Dickinson India

Dr Nagendra Swamy
President & Chairman- Quality Council
Manipal Hospital

Mr A Vijaysimha
CEO
OneBreath Inc

Dr Anupam Sibal
Group Medical Director
Apollo Hospitals Group

OBJECTIVES
n

Suggest policy framework for achieving global standards of healthcare across
the country

n

To converge all stakeholders on one platform and arriving at consensual
solutions on a variety of issues

Conference: Two day deliberations on policy directions, sharing of
knowledge and best practices.
Poster Presentation: Poster Presentation on the theme "Re-engineering
Indian Healthcare"
n

Facilitate sharing of knowledge and best practices

Healthcare Excellence Awards: Felicitating organizations and individuals
for their contributions to the industry by innovating for increased efficiency
and improved performance of healthcare delivery at large.

n

Create awareness and interface with innovative healthcare practices, quality
assurance mechanisms and marketing concepts

Networking Dinner & Lunches: Build contacts with important stakeholders

n

Provide a unique platform to network and collaborate

n

Recognize excellence in healthcare delivery

www.ficci-heal.com
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND
n

Public & Private Hospitals

n

Nursing Homes

n

Medical Devices and Hospital
Equipment Companies

n

n

Diagnostic Laboratories

n

Medical Educational Institutions

n

Nursing Training Centres

n
n

Medical Associations/Institutions

2016

Policymakers and Regulators
from Central and State
Governments

‘Re-engineering Indian Healthcare’
August 31 - September 1, 2016 | FICCI, New Delhi

n

Private Equity Firms and Financial
Institutions

n

Human Resource & Planning
Agencies

n

NGOs active in Healthcare sector

Day 1 - August 31, 2016

Healthcare Consultancy providers

8:30 am

Registration

n

10:00 am - 11:15 am

Inaugural Session

DRAFT PROGRAM

Health Insurance Companies

l

Concluding Remarks
& Vote of Thanks

: Mr Vishal Bali, Chair, FICCI HEAL 2016 Organizing Committee; Co-Chair,
FICCI Health Services Committee & Asia Head - Healthcare, TPG Growth

On Dais

: Mr Ashok Kakkar, Co-Chair, FICCI Health Services Committee and MD,
Varian Medical Systems International India Pvt Ltd

Announcement of Poster Presentation Competition

11:15 am - 11:45 am

Tea Break

11:45 am - 12:30 pm

Keynote Session
Presentation on the Knowledge Paper : Mr Murali Nair, Partner, EY*

Announcement of selected Abstracts by 8th August 2016.

l

Shortlisted Authors would be informed through e-mail to participate in the poster presentation

l

Digital Posters to be submitted by 22nd August, 2016 in the below specifications:
Pixel Size: 1920 (L) x 1080(W)

Keynote Address

: Mr Rahul Khosla, Chairman, Max India Ltd.*

Keynote Address

: Mr C K Mishra, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, GoI*

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Lunch

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm

Thematic Session
Re-engineering Indian Healthcare

l

n

: Mr J P Nadda, Hon’ble Union Minister for Health & Family Welfare, GoI*

FICCI invites professionals/students to participate in the poster
presentation on the theme “Re-engineering Indian Healthcare”

Kindly include the following details along with the abstract - Authors Name, Designation/ Course,
Organization/Institute, Phone Number, E-mail id.

Orientation: Vertical

Inaugural Address

Release of Knowledge Paper

Abstract of not more than 250 words to be submitted by 30th July, 2016 by
e-mail to healthservices@ficci.com.

n

: FICCI
: Dr Nandakumar Jairam, Chair, FICCI Health Services Committee & Chairman & Group Medical Director,
Columbia Asia Hospitals India

POSTER PPRESENTATION

GUIDELINES
l

Welcome Address
Theme Address

n

Format: JPEG (FULL HD)

n

Healthcare in India is at a cross road and needs intervention in more ways than one. Unprecedented demand due to demographic changes and
disease patterns, coupled with rising costs and the proliferation of technology, has brought on a revolution for transparency, new business models and
efficiency. The sector is estimated to reach $160 bn by 2017 and $280bn by 2020. It is currently the 5th largest employer amongst all sectors in the
country. The forces of consumerism in healthcare have paved the way for unconventional market entrants to rise to the challenge of delivering
healthcare on the back of rapid digitisation.

Hue: Colour

l

Posters to be displayed, digitally, at the venue of the conference.

l

Final presentation of the selected abstracts, in front of Jury, to be held on 31st August 2016

l

First three winners will be awarded at the concluding session of FICCI HEAL 2016

l

Registration Fees: A nominal amount of Rs 1500/- needs to be submitted if the abstract is selected.
Presenting author of selected abstract must register for the conference.

This is posing significant challenges to incumbent players, but also disrupting the healthcare ecosystem as a whole. It is therefore time to "Reengineer India's Healthcare" and incumbents must innovate beyond their traditional processes to evolve the sector. This session will bring in
stakeholders from various segments of healthcare and deliberate on innovative strategies and models needed to re-engineer our healthcare.
Convener: Mr Vishal Bali, Chair, FICCI HEAL 2016 Organizing Committee; Co-Chair, FICCI Health Services Committee & Asia Head - Healthcare,
TPG Growth
3:00 pm – 4:15 pm

Panel Discussion I
The Emerging Power of Healthcare Consumer
Increasing use of technology has seen an evolution of interactive patient care and increased involvement of patients in care pathways – right from
before admission to post discharge. Mobile health, social media platforms and patient remote monitoring among others are increasingly being
accepted by the consumer.

For detailed guidelines and other terms & conditions, please visit the website www.ficci-heal.com or
contact the FICCI HEAL nodal point.

An era of patient-centric health systems and consumer driven healthcare in India has been envisaged for almost a decade now. This meant a shift
away from fragmented care to integrated models that would provide patients with multitude benefits including convenience and choosing a healthcare
delivery provider based on informed access.
But has this really happened at the mass level? Have we really been able to achieve patient centricity in India? What more should we, as the
healthcare stakeholder, do to improve healthcare consumerism as well as patient engagement in our organization. What learnings can we take from
other sector like Airlines, Hospitality, which have demonstrated some very successful models of consumer engagement and empowerment.
Convener: Mr Rajit Mehta, MD & CEO, Max Healthcare

www.ficci-heal.com

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Evaluation of Poster Presentation

4:15 pm – 4:30 pm

Tea Break

www.ficci-heal.com
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SPEAKER QUOTES
4:30 pm – 5:45 pm

Panel Discussion II
Human Resources in Healthcare – Challenges and Solutions
Indian Healthcare sector is emerging as one of the fastest growing service sectors in India - both in terms of revenue and employment - contributing 67 percent to the country's GDP. The sector is set to grow further with the growing healthcare demand owing to factors like swelling population, rising
non-communicable diseases, increasing awareness levels and insurance penetration.

Shri Pranab Mukherjee
Hon'ble
President of India

However, the shortage of qualified medical professionals has remained a key challenge and will be the foremost hindrance in the growth of the sector.
While we carry 20% of disease burden of the world, we house only 8% of world's doctors and 1% of world's lab technicians. As per the estimates, the
industry needs an additional 1.54 million doctors and 2.4 million nurses to match the global averages. It doesn't end here, bringing qualified health
workers to rural, remote, and underserved areas is a mammoth task.

There is a high variance in the quality of service available as well. Some
private hospitals provide world class facilities, so much so that people
from third countries come here for treatment giving impetus to medical
tourism. On the other hand, is the lack of access to even basic medical
care for many people particularly the poor and disadvantaged. Our
medical healthcare system has to be developed to cater to medical
requirements of all sections of society, both in rural and urban areas.
At the inaugural address at FICCI HEAL 2012

So, what are the solutions? What successful models have various organizations used to employ and retain the talent. How do we increase the
availability of paramedical and allied healthcare workers. What reforms do we need in our nursing segment? This session will intend to come up with
answers to some of these questions.
Convener: Mr Bhavdeep Singh, CEO, Fortis Healthcare
Awards Night

FICCI Healthcare Excellence Awards 2016

7:00 pm onwards

New Delhi

The role of private sector in the healthcare cannot be
overemphasized and private sector would also need to
improve upon its quality concerns and costing aspect of
patient care as a part of partnering with the state governments
countrywide.

Networking Dinner

Dr Ashok Walia
Minister of State for Health
& Family Welfare
Department of Govt.
of NCT of Delhi

Day 2 – September 1, 2016
9:45 am – 10:15 am

Keynote Address

Dr Jitendra Singh

Mr Jayant Sinha, Hon’ble Minister of State for Finance, Government of India*
10:15 am – 11:45 am

Plenary Session
New Financing Models in Indian Healthcare
Despite the various challenges faced, healthcare sector in India has gained significant interest from investors owing to its huge growth potential. There
are vast opportunities for investment in healthcare infrastructure in both urban and rural India. Rural India is set to emerge as a potential demand
source. Bed density of around 2.1 per 1,000 people, including 1.0 to 1.2 beds per 1,000 people in rural areas and 3.8 to 4.2 beds per 1,000 people at
urban areas is required in the next 5 years.
There is a significant scope for enhancing healthcare services considering that healthcare spending as a percentage of GDP is rising. The large gap in
demand and supply of quality health care services, and growing capital demand owing to operational costs and technology acquisitions have further
created new opportunities for investments. India is also witnessing a shift in investment patterns driven by multiple stakeholders – government, private
and social investors.
This session would provide insights into the emerging investment patterns that would play a significant role in re-shaping the Indian healthcare
industry.
Convener: Mr Nilaya Verma, Partner, KPMG

India as a nation was evolving at a fast pace and for a
paradigm shift in healthcare, global influence needs to be
considered and a need to find radical solutions to India's
healthcare issues by experimenting and adapting new
technologies.

Minister of State for
Development of NE Region
and Minister of State for
Prime Minister Office,
Government of India

Digital India' platform should be leveraged to provide
e-health, e-medicine and e-learning to rural areas. Private
sector should help the government in making e-platforms
more effective by strengthening public health systems.

Dr Arvind Virmani
Mentor - Public Policy &
Economics, FICCI &
Founder Board Member,
Forum for Strategic
Initiative

11:45 am - 12:00 noon Tea Break
12:00 noon - 1:15 pm Special Session
1:15 pm - 2:00 pm

Lunch

2:00 pm – 3:15 pm

Panel Discussion III
Technologies driving new models in Healthcare
The industry is undergoing metamorphosis and has assumed a more dynamic form by using innovative and ground-breaking technologies, creative
deliverables and resourceful applications. Technologies like telemedicine and m-health have led to better reach and quality in health management
while being highly cost-effective. Indian telemedicine, though in its nascent stage, is showing robust growth at approximately 20% and is projected to
grow from USD 8 million in 2012 to approximately USD 19 million by 2017.

Ms Sangita Reddy
Chairperson, FICCI AP
State Council and FICCI
National Services Council
and Joint MD, Apollo
Hospitals Group

Medical technology innovation rests on four pillars-funding,
talent, supportive and indigenous. There is a need to embed
digitization in healthcare environment and create a
healthcare digital dividend. Also tele-medicine, tele-ICU and
tele-radiology could go a long way in remote care and this
could be achieved with the help of technology.

Increased acceptance of Health Information System and Electronic Health Records, along with the new wearable technologies, will not only extend the
point of care, but will also be critical in better combatting chronic diseases. Digital and mHealth is also likely to be a large value creation opportunity for
multiple stakeholders – mobile operators, device vendors, content and application players and healthcare providers.
The session will showcase some of these path-breaking models in medical technology that have been successful and have set benchmarks for us to
become more innovative and creative and work towards re-engineering our healthcare.
Conveners: Mr Varun Khanna, Managing Director, Becton Dickinson India Pvt Ltd and Dr Nagendra Swamy, President & Chairman- Quality
Council, Manipal Hospital
3:15pm – 3:30 pm

Tea Break

3:30 pm – 5:30 pm

Master Class

FICCI could work as an “aggregator” for disruptive innovation
in primary care and join hands with the Ministry of Health &
Family Welfare to build scale in the public health arena.

Mr C K Mishra
Additional Secretary and
MD - NRHM, Ministry of
Health and Family
Welfare, GoI

Re-engineering Healthcare Through Disruptive Technologies
Conveners: Mr A Vijaysimha, CEO, OneBreath Inc and Mr Vishal Bali, Chair, FICCI HEAL 2016 Organizing Committee; Co-Chair, FICCI Health
Services Committee & Asia Head - Healthcare, TPG Growth
5:30 pm – 5:45 pm

Concluding Remarks
* Invited

www.ficci-heal.com

Dr Narottam Puri
Advisor, FICCI Health
Services; Board Member
& Ex-Chairman, NABH
and Advisor Medical
Fortis Healthcare Ltd.

India has 750,000 doctors and 1.1 million nurses, practitioner
density is about one-fourth that of America and less than half that of
China. And there is a severe shortage of hospital beds and medical
facilities. Rebuilding India's health system has to be a high priority
for the next decade
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e-health, e-medicine and e-learning to rural areas. Private
sector should help the government in making e-platforms
more effective by strengthening public health systems.

Dr Arvind Virmani
Mentor - Public Policy &
Economics, FICCI &
Founder Board Member,
Forum for Strategic
Initiative

11:45 am - 12:00 noon Tea Break
12:00 noon - 1:15 pm Special Session
1:15 pm - 2:00 pm

Lunch

2:00 pm – 3:15 pm

Panel Discussion III
Technologies driving new models in Healthcare
The industry is undergoing metamorphosis and has assumed a more dynamic form by using innovative and ground-breaking technologies, creative
deliverables and resourceful applications. Technologies like telemedicine and m-health have led to better reach and quality in health management
while being highly cost-effective. Indian telemedicine, though in its nascent stage, is showing robust growth at approximately 20% and is projected to
grow from USD 8 million in 2012 to approximately USD 19 million by 2017.

Ms Sangita Reddy
Chairperson, FICCI AP
State Council and FICCI
National Services Council
and Joint MD, Apollo
Hospitals Group

Medical technology innovation rests on four pillars-funding,
talent, supportive and indigenous. There is a need to embed
digitization in healthcare environment and create a
healthcare digital dividend. Also tele-medicine, tele-ICU and
tele-radiology could go a long way in remote care and this
could be achieved with the help of technology.

Increased acceptance of Health Information System and Electronic Health Records, along with the new wearable technologies, will not only extend the
point of care, but will also be critical in better combatting chronic diseases. Digital and mHealth is also likely to be a large value creation opportunity for
multiple stakeholders – mobile operators, device vendors, content and application players and healthcare providers.
The session will showcase some of these path-breaking models in medical technology that have been successful and have set benchmarks for us to
become more innovative and creative and work towards re-engineering our healthcare.
Conveners: Mr Varun Khanna, Managing Director, Becton Dickinson India Pvt Ltd and Dr Nagendra Swamy, President & Chairman- Quality
Council, Manipal Hospital
3:15pm – 3:30 pm

Tea Break

3:30 pm – 5:30 pm

Master Class

FICCI could work as an “aggregator” for disruptive innovation
in primary care and join hands with the Ministry of Health &
Family Welfare to build scale in the public health arena.

Mr C K Mishra
Additional Secretary and
MD - NRHM, Ministry of
Health and Family
Welfare, GoI

Re-engineering Healthcare Through Disruptive Technologies
Conveners: Mr A Vijaysimha, CEO, OneBreath Inc and Mr Vishal Bali, Chair, FICCI HEAL 2016 Organizing Committee; Co-Chair, FICCI Health
Services Committee & Asia Head - Healthcare, TPG Growth
5:30 pm – 5:45 pm

Concluding Remarks
* Invited

www.ficci-heal.com

Dr Narottam Puri
Advisor, FICCI Health
Services; Board Member
& Ex-Chairman, NABH
and Advisor Medical
Fortis Healthcare Ltd.

India has 750,000 doctors and 1.1 million nurses, practitioner
density is about one-fourth that of America and less than half that of
China. And there is a severe shortage of hospital beds and medical
facilities. Rebuilding India's health system has to be a high priority
for the next decade

www.ficci-heal.com
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About FICCI
Established in 1927, FICCI is the largest and oldest apex business organisation in India. Its history is
closely interwoven with India's struggle for independence, its industrialization, and its emergence
as one of the most rapidly growing global economies.

‘Re-engineering Indian Healthcare’

A non-government, not-for-profit organisation, FICCI is the voice of India's business and industry.
From influencing policy to encouraging debate, engaging with policy makers and civil society, FICCI
articulates the views and concerns of industry. It serves its members from the Indian private and
public corporate sectors and multinational companies, drawing its strength from diverse regional
chambers of commerce and industry across states, reaching out to over 2,50,000 companies.

August 31 - September 1, 2016 | FICCI, New Delhi

FICCI provides a platform for networking and consensus building within and across sectors and is
the first port of call for Indian industry, policy makers and the international business community.
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Sarita Chandra

Shilpa Sharma

Deputy Director

Deputy Director

FICCI, Federation House
Tansen Marg, New Delhi - 110 001
Tel: 011 2373 8760 - 70 (Ext. 275/ 376/ 513)
Fax: 011 2332 0714, 011 2372 1504
Email: healthservices@ficci.com

Visit us at: www.ficci-heal.com
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